
TRANSLATION OF ITALIAN PATENT N° : 01282812

"Bra with cups without stitching, preformed in heat-

shaped material"

* * *

ABSTRACT

The invention concerns a new bra which has the cups

realised without central or transversal stitching.

The recess of the cup is obtained through heat-

deformation of the lace or of the various components.

The bra can be of the type reinforced at the bottom

or can be without applique and upper stitching. The

upper finish is obtained by cutting and heat-

deforming the edge itself.

DESCRIPTION

The present invention refers to the field of women's

underwear and in particular concerns bras, bodices

and tops.

Currently, bras and the bra part of bodices are

equipped with a cup the recess of which is obtained

through stitching of various parts of fabric, lace,

etc

.

Cups are in general realised with transversal

stitching which divides the cup in two and further

vertical stitching in just the lower part. Such cups
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require particularly onerous manufacturing like the

cutting of the various components according to the

shape of the cup and the stitching of the edges of

the various components.

It should also be considered that the various

stitchings are uncomfortable for many women and with

time and use tend to weaken and become unstitched.

To avoid all of the aforementioned drawbacks a new

type of bra, top and bodice has been researched and

realised equipped with a cup without stitching.

The new cups are made up of a single piece of shaped

fabric without stitching apart from that at the edge

necessary for joining it with the other parts of the

underwear.

Each of the new cups is realised in a single piece of

material made up of natural fibres, synthetic fibres

or whatever percentage of the two.

The shaping of the cup is realised through heat

deformation with which the fibres of the fabric adapt

to the desired shape.

The cup thus made, which can be without upper

reinforcement stitching, ensures optimal support even

without wire or lower reinforcements.

For particular requirements it is possible to foresee

a double lower reinforcement stitching or. else the
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insertion in said lower stitching of a metal or

plastic reinforcement.

It is possible to also foresee fixed inner padding or

a pocket suitable for receiving removable padding.

The fabric of which the new cups are made up can be

synthetic or at least in part synthetic; it can be

fully-covering or lacy, or ornamented with openwork

according to the model of bra or bodice to which it

is applied.

The cup can be made from fabric or flounce in rigid

or elasticised lace, in smooth fabrics, treated or

embroidered, rigid or elasticised, made from cotton

or any of the other fibres in use. It can be

transparent or fully-covering.

It is also possible to apply flounce or volants to

the upper edge of the cups. It is also possible to

foresee to realise such flounce and volants by amply

cutting the upper edge and suitably heat-deforming

said edge.

The cutting of the cup can be strapless horizontally

or obliquely with or without shoulder, straps opening

at the front or at the back; the bras can be of

whatever model with fixed or mobile shoulder straps,

low-necked straps, closed bras, etc.

The new type of bra cup, made as described above,
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completely solves all of the problems described at

the start since it is not necessary to carry out

central stitching; moreover, given that the

deformation of the cups takes place through moulds

one is always certain of the uniformity of the

result. Therefore all of the cups produced with a

determined mould are the same without the possibility

of differences as can currently happen with the

stitching technique.

In the attached table a practical embodiment of the

finding is presented as a non-limiting example.

In the various figures of table 1 some forms of bras

are shown which can be realised with the heat-

deformation technique of the cups and without central

or transversal stitching.

In table 2 and table 3 a bra is shown with the cups

without stitching, equipped with lower-side

reinforcement (R) connected to the support strap (B) .

The upper edge of the cup is equipped with an

applique and reinforcement stitching (table 2), or

else the upper edge of the cup is without

reinforcement and stitching and is shaped with

flounce and/or decorations in general (table 3)

.

Such a "free" edge can also be heat-deformed to

realise decorative flounce in relief.



These are the schematic ways sufficient for the man

skilled in the art to realise the finding.

Consequently, in physical application there can be

variants without affecting the substance of the

innovative concept

.

Therefore, with reference to the preceding

description and to the attached table we express the

following claims.
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CLAIMS

1. Bra, characterised in that the cups are realised

with whole elements and where the recess is obtained

by heat-deformation of the lace or of the fabric in

general

.

2. Bra according to claim 1, characterised in that

the upper edge of the cup is without applique and

stitching and where said edge is shaped with flounce

or other decorative patterns.

3. Bra according to claim 2, characterised in that

said strap on the edge of the cup is heat-deformed.

4. Bra according to claim 1 or 2 or 3,

characterised in that the cup is equipped with a

lower-side reinforcement arranged in continuity with

the shoulder strap.

5. Bra according to the previous claims,

characterised in that its production and

commercialisation are considered to be protected by

the present patent all as described and illustrated.
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